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In semiconductors, defects often assist nonradiative relaxation. However, Tl doping can significantly suppress
the nonradiative relaxation in alkali halides to increase scintillation efficiency. Without the Tl, it is known that the
creation of Frenkel pairs at self-trapped excitons, assisted by excited electron and hole relaxations, is the reason
for the nonradiative relaxation. Here we show by first-principles calculation that Tl doping introduces Tl p states
inside the band gap to trap the excited electrons. The trapping is highly effective to within several picoseconds,
as revealed by time-dependent density functional theory calculations. It alters the nonradiative relaxation process
to result in a noticeable increase in the relaxation barrier from 0.3 to 0.63 eV, which reduces the nonradiative
relaxation by roughly a factor of 105 at room temperature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nonradiative recombination (NRR) of excited carriers is
one of the most fundamental phenomena in semiconductors
and insulators. NRR can quench luminescence and limit
photovoltaic device efficiency. Therefore, understanding NRR
also has practical importance.1–3 However, NRR is often
complex involving excited carriers. This leads to difficulties in
theoretical analysis and identification of its microscopic origin.
As such, key knowledge on NRR is often lacking.
In semiconductors, defects are viewed as the cause for
NRR.4,5 However, in alkali halides counterexamples exist.
For example, in scintillation material CsI, which is widely
used as a high-energy particle detector,6,7 a minute amount of
Tl doping can significantly suppress NRR and increase light
emission efficiency.8,9 This hints that certain types of defects
may improve the efficiency of an optoelectric device. Although
there have been considerable efforts to understand the role of
Tl,10–16 the underlying mechanism for the NRR suppression
is still unclear. Physical processes in which a dopant reduces
rather than increases the NRR is critically important to material
research, as it offers clues not only for improved scintillation
but also for better LED, laser, photovoltaic, and spintronic
devices.
In this work, we present a state-of-the-art treatment of the
problem, which includes both hybrid functional calculations
for the self-trapped hole (STH) and the self-trapped exciton
(STE) and, separately, time-dependent density functional
theory (TDDFT) calculations for explicit electron relaxation
dynamics. Our study reveals two effects of the Tl: First, there
exists a large binding between substitutional Tl and STE of
0.88 eV, therefore an STE is bound to Tl until it undergoes
a radiative relaxation or NRR. Second, Tl increases the NRR
barrier of the trapped STE significantly to prevent the NRR
from happening. It is believed that NRR is caused by the
creation and migration of Frenkel pairs. Without the Tl, excited
electrons at the conduction band minimum (CBM) and holes
at the valence band maximum (VBM) assist the creation of
the Frenkel pairs through a strong electron-phonon coupling.
With the Tl, however, the excited electron is transferred
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to the Tl p states within several picoseconds. As a result,
the carrier-assisted Frenkel-pair formation paths are blocked,
leading to significantly enhanced scintillation efficiency.
II. METHODS

Our structural optimization is based on the spin-polarized
density functional theory (DFT) with the hybrid PBE0
functional,17 as implemented in the VASP code.18 Projected
augmented wave potentials19 are used for ionic pseudopotentials. Wave functions are expended in a plane-wave basis with
an energy cutoff of 290 eV. We use a 5 × 3 × 3 supercell
that contains 90 atoms with the [100] direction as the long
axis to facilitate the study of interstitial diffusion.  point is
used for the Brillouin zone integration. Tests with different
cell size and k-point sampling suggest that the total energy is
converged to within 0.01 eV. The ionic coordinates are fully
relaxed until the residual forces are <0.03 eV/Å. To mimic
electronic excitation, for pure CsI, we perform constrained
DFT calculations in which we remove one electron from the
VBM and place it at the CBM. For Tl-doped CsI, we place
the excited electron at the Tl level. This is a valid approach
because our calculation shows that the electron at the CBM
instantaneously transfers to the Tl level. To calculate the
energy barrier with nudged elastic band along with hybrid
functional is currently difficult. Instead, we generated nine
atomic configurations between the initial and final states and
then relaxed all the atoms in each configuration except for the
two diffusing iodine atoms.
A key to the determination of enhanced scintillation is
the time required for electron trapping. The recent development of ab initio molecular dynamics (MD) coupled with
TDDFT20 makes this possible. Here, we use the TDDFT
formalism implemented in the SIESTA code,21,22 with normconserving Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials,23 the PerdewBurke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional,24
and a double-ζ polarized local basis set. The real-space grid is
equivalent to a plane-wave cutoff energy of 200 Ry. The time
step is 24 attoseconds. We use the Ehrenfest approximation
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for ion motion. The supercell for defect contains 54 atoms. To
prepare for TDDFT input, we perform electron-ground-state
MD simulation at room temperature (RT = 300 K) and then
constrained DFT with one electron in the CBM.
III. RESULTS: NONRADIATIVE RECOMBINATION
PATHS IN UNDOPED CsI

Scintillation is a fundamental physical phenomenon for
energetic particle interaction with solids. When a high-energy
particle enters a scintillator material, the energy of the particle
is transferred to the surroundings by generating electron and
hole pairs. In most alkali halide scintillators, the hole can
be localized by lattice distortion, leading to the formation
of STH. In CsI, the distortion is the bonding between two
adjacent iodine atoms [see Fig. 1(a)], to lower the system
energy by 0.31 eV relative to undistorted CsI with delocalized
hole. The charge contour plot in Fig. 1(a) reveals that the STH
state inside the band gap [see Fig. 2(a)] is an antibonding
state. An excited electron in the conduction band can bind to
the STH to form an STE. The trapped electron is, on the other
hand, delocalized over the supercell. Accordingly, the energy
lowering of 0.32 eV due to the STE formation is only 0.01 eV
larger than that of the STH [see Table I and Fig. 3(a)]. Not only
does the STE itself emit light by radiative recombination, but
the diffusion of the STH and STE can also lead to the transfer
of their energy to other luminescence centers.25–29
The STE can also undergo NRR through Frenkel-pair
defect formation and diffusion.30–32 Figures 1(b)–1(d) show
the evolution of the atomic structure during the NRR. First, two
adjacent I atoms move along the [100] direction in such a way
that the two share one anion lattice site, forming a dumbbell
(DB) structure (Ii DB ). This leaves behind an I vacancy (VI ).
We denote this vacancy-interstitial pair as (VI -Ii DB )first . As the
Ii diffuses further away along the [100] direction, it can form
additional metastable Frenkel pairs such as the one in Fig. 1(c):
(VI -Ii TR )first with one triple-I-atom chain (TR), as well as the

FIG. 1. (Color online) Atomic structures during the Ii diffusion:
(a) STE, (b) (VI -Ii DB )first , (c) (VI -Ii TR )first , and (d) (VI -Ii DB )second , where
first and second denote the Ii position relative to the VI . Blue dashed
circles denote the VI ’s; brown dotted ellipses denote the Ii ’s. For
Tl-doped CsI, the Tl atom replaces the pink Cs atom. In (a), the
real-space charge of the STH state [see Fig. 2(a)] is shown by the
yellow contours. DB and TR are defined in the text.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Density of states (DOS) of (a) STE,
(b) (VI -Ii DB )first , (c) (VI -Ii TR )first , and (d) Tl-doped CsI. The occupied
states are shaded. Red, blue, and green lines denote the projected
DOS onto the p states of the I interstitial, the s states of the Cs
nearest neighbors to VI , and the p states of the Tl. All the projected
DOS are scaled by a factor of 20 with respect to the total DOS.

one in Fig. 1(d): (VI -Ii DB )second with an I DB structure. As
the process goes on, the Ii eventually encounters a VI and
recombines, leaving their energy to the lattice as heat.
Figure 3(a) shows the energy landscape along the NRR path
in Fig. 1: From STE to (VI -Ii DB )first , the energy is increased
to 0.19 eV; from (VI -Ii DB )first to (VI -Ii TR )first , the energy is
further increased to 0.29 eV. After that, the total energy is
nearly flat. The total diffusion barrier for this NRR path [from
1(a) to 1(d) in Fig. 3(a)] is Eb = 0.30 eV. The fact that Eb
is slightly smaller than the delocalization barrier, 0.37 eV, of
the STE [from 1(a) to No STE in Fig. 3(a)] suggests that it
prefers NRR over delocalization. By using the rate equation
r = f exp(−Eb /kT ) and the optical vibration frequency f =
2 × 1012 s−1 for CsI,33 we estimate the NRR relaxation time
at RT to be 50 ns. This value is on the same order of magnitude
with the radiation decay time in CsI.8,34
IV. RESULTS: THE EFFECTS OF Tl DOPING

Because of the large binding of 0.88 eV between Tl and
STE, Tl doping can significantly affect the formation of STE.
A previous study26 suggested that STE is mobile at RT with a
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TABLE I. Energy change at different atomic configurations along the NRR path. Results for CsI with one hole are calculated at the same
atomic structures of CsI with one e–h pair to show the effects of the excited electron. The energy is given in unit of eV.

One e–h pair
One hole

No self-trapping

Self-trapping

(VI -Ii DB )first

(VI -Ii TR )first

(VI -Ii DB )second

0.32
0.31

STE: 0.0
STH: 0.0

0.19
0.68

0.29
1.15

0.29
1.27

barrier as little as 0.15 eV. Thus, STE can be easily trapped at
Tl sites, in agreement with experiment.13,16 Figure 3(b) further
shows that Tl doping reduces the STE formation barrier [from
No STE to 1(a) in Fig. 3(b)] to <0.01 eV. Hence, most STE
exist as Tl-STE pairs.
Tl doping slows down the NRR by increasing the formation
energy of Frenkel pairs. We can understand this by examining
the evolution of the density of states in Fig. 2 in accordance
with that of atomic structures in Fig. 1. Here, we focus on the
hole (h) and electron (e) levels marked in Fig. 2, which belong
to Ii and VI , respectively. Going from Fig. 2(a) to Fig. 2(c),
the hole level increases; the electron level decreases to enter
the band gap. The reason for the change can be attributed to
wave-function overlap between e and h, giving rise to level
repulsion. As the Ii diffuses away from the VI , however, the
repulsion vanishes. Note that the higher the hole level, the
more stable the hole. Thus, throughout the diffusion process
in Fig. 1 both the excited electron and hole lower their energies,
driving the diffusion forward.
If we remove the excited electron from the system, however,
the energy of the Frenkel pairs increases significantly (see
Table I). This is precisely what Tl does to slow down and deter
NRR. Figure 2(d) shows that the unoccupied p levels of the Tl
are below CBM, so the electron in the CBM can be transferred
to Tl. Whether such a process is important or not, however,
depends on the time required for the transfer. If the time is
longer than 50 ns, which is the NRR relaxation time in CsI,
then excited carriers will decay nonradiatively. To estimate
the electron transfer rate, we performed TDDFT calculations
within the PBE functional. Strictly speaking, one may not
use PBE here because semilocal functional may not describe
charge transfer correctly. Currently, it is still not possible
to carry out TDDFT-MD beyond the PBE, such as using a

FIG. 3. Total energy landscape along the NRR path for (a)
undoped CsI and (b) Tl-doped CsI. The labels in the horizontal axes
indicate atomic structures for STE diffusion given in Fig. 1.

nonlocal hybrid functional. This issue should be considered in
future studies.
Figure 4(a) shows the time evolution of the energy levels
for the excited electron in the CBM and the three empty Tl p
states.35 The electron level decreases rapidly towards the Tl p
levels, which indicates that electron transfer from the CBM to
the Tl p levels has taken place. Accompanied with this electron
transfer, ion kinetic energy increases [see Fig. 4(b)]. This is
a strong indication that the transfer is mediated by electronphonon coupling. As a measure of the transfer, Fig. 4(c) shows
the change of the amount of electrons in the Tl p levels, defined

(g)
(g)
(e)
as ρTl (t) = 3i=1 [ρ (e)
Tl,i (t) − ρTl,i ] where ρTl,i and ρTl,i are
the amount of electrons in the Tl pi states, |Tl,pi , for the
excited and ground states, respectively. ρTl (t = 0) should
be zero if the supercell size is sufficiently large; due to the
relatively small cell size and the fact that |CBM and |Tl,pi 
are coupled states, however, ρTl (t = 0) = 0.3 electrons in our
simulation. Despite this, the qualitative result, e.g., ρTl (t)
increases with time, is not affected. In only 150 fs, ρTl is
increased to 0.43 electrons.
Upon excitation, the excited electron stays in the CBM
for ∼20 fs before significant transfer is noticed in Fig 4(c).
This initial waiting is also observed in other materials such as
TiO2 .36 Beyond the initial waiting time ti , the time evolution
of the electron transfer can be modeled by36 ρTl (t) = A(1 −
exp[−(t/τ )]), where τ is the decay time. As mentioned earlier,

ti

FIG. 4. (Color online) Time evolutions of (a) energy levels,
(b) ion kinetic energy, and (c) electron transfer to Tl p levels, ρ Tl .
In (a), red and blue lines are the excited electron level and the empty
Tl p levels, respectively. In (c), the solid line is the TDDFT result,
whereas the dashed line is a fitted result using Eq. (1). ti is the initial
waiting time. The dashed line in the inset in (b) is the same fitting but
plotted at a longer time scale. It converges to 0.77 electrons within
2 ps.
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ρTl (t = 0) is not zero due to finite cell size; here we modify
the above equation to



t
+ 0.3.
(1)
ρTl (t) = A 1 − exp −
τ
Figure 4(c) shows that Eq. (1) with A = 0.47, ti = 20 fs, and
τ = 413 fs fits the TDDFT results reasonably well. The inset
in Fig. 4(c) shows that within 2 ps, about 0.77 electrons are
transferred to Tl. We can qualitatively understand the amount
of electron transfer as follows: In the Ehrenfest dynamics, the
excited electron state evolves into a superposed state between
|CBM and |Tl,pi ,
|ϕ = a|CBM + b1 |Tl,p1  + b2 |Tl,p2  + b3 |Tl,p3 

(2)

with approximately the same energy. If we assume |a|2 =
|b1 |2 = |b2 |2 = |b3 |2 = 1/4, we get ρTl = 3/4 = 0.75 electrons. Note that this discussion considers only a single Tl.
If we take into account the coupling of the delocalized
|CB with multiple (n) Tl atoms nearby, the amount of the
electron transfer in the first 2 ps will increase to ρTl =
1 − 1/(3n + 1), which approaches 1 in the limit n → ∞. This
suggests that the excited electron transfer from CBM to Tl is
considerably faster than the NRR in CsI by at least several
orders of magnitude.
To calculate the NRR barrier for Tl-doped CsI, we use
PBE0 but with an excited electron in the Tl p state as shown
in Fig. 3(b). The energy difference between STE and (VI Ii DB )second increases to ∼0.54 eV, which is 0.25 eV higher
than that for undoped CsI. One can estimate the reduction in
the NRR rate by R = exp(Eb /kT ). Using Eb = 0.63 −
0.30 = 0.33 eV and kT = 0.026 eV, we obtain R = 3 × 105
at RT. The corresponding NRR time is roughly 1 ms, which is
enough to significantly increase light output.

V. IMPLICATION TO SEMICONDUCTORS

Note that the mechanism to deter NRR (discussed above)
is not limited to only alkali halides or to ionic insulators. For
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